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Introduction
Battle Royale is a roleplaying game created for the PDQ for games of martial arts action. This playtesting packet
contains the core PDQ rules as well as all the rules needed to create your own martial artists and run a game with
minimal preparation. In addition I’ve provided a selection of pre-made sample characters and a short, sample
scenario: The Dragon Blade.

Questions
Here’s a few questions you might have before you’re ready to get started.
What do I need to play? PDQ doesn’t take much in the way of supplies. Just some pencil and paper and two or
three six-sided dice per player.
Is there a setting? There is no specific setting for Battle Royale, it is meant as a resource for the martial arts genre
in all it’s forms: past, present and future and both historical, fictional and fantastic.
What sort of characters can I create? Battle Royale is intended to be extremely flexible and allow players and
GM’s to “dial in” the rules to create just about any sort of character and setting within the scope of the martial arts
genre. However, this playtest packet is focused on the core rules which means that it will be set to the Cinematic
Power Level, the game’s “default”. Cinematic characters resemble action movie heroes: larger than life but not
explicitly superhuman.
Do I have to play a martial artist? Not necessarily, just because the game is focused on martial arts stories
doesn’t mean that everyone has to be a warrior. There are rules included for “trading out” martial arts abilities for
more mundane abilities.
How do I find out more about the PDQ system? The playtest packet includes all the rules you need to play, but
if you’re interested in the PDQ system or other PDQ products then you should start with PDQ’s homepage:
www.atomicsockmonkey.com
How do I provide feedback? Check the final section at the back of the packet, I’ve included all the information
you need.
Thanks for taking part in the Battle Royale playtest and let’s get started!

Part 1: Character Creation
This section covers the elements that make up a Battle Royale character and how to make your own. Several
pre-generated characters have been included near the end of the packet as well.

Step 1: Strengths
A Strength is a notable talent, skill, relationship or resource possessed by a character. If one of your Strengths is
relevant to an action or topic then you may use it in order to receive a bonus when attempting to resolve the
situation. Keep in mind that Strengths are always positive or useful traits which help a character in some way.
There is no set list of Strengths available to players, instead you should come up with a word or phrase that sums
up the Strength when it is purchased such as “Nerves of Steel” or “Tough as Nails” In other PDQ games Strengths
are commonly referred to as Qualities.
The range of subjects that a Strength can be used for is called the penumbra (or shadow) of the Strength.
You don’t have to (nor should you) try and define every situation a Strength’s penumbra covers but it is useful to
have a general idea when the Strength is created. This is helpful so both you and the GM know what to expect
during play. You shouldn’t pick Strengths that are too narrow or it won’t cover enough situations to make it
worthwhile; too broad and identifying the sorts of things that fall under the penumbra becomes difficult or
impossible. The parameters for what is “too narrow” or “too broad” are set by the GM. It’s important to note that
your Strengths should not be used to represent martial arts skills, those are covered in Step 2.
Strengths are Ranked to indicate increasing levels of proficiency, intensity or importance for your
character. See the PDQ Master Chart on the next page for more information. The number in square brackets
following the Rank of the Strength is it’s Modifier, or MOD, which is the bonus granted by the Strength when
used during play. From lowest to highest the ranks are:

Poor [-2]
Average [0]
Good [+2]
Expert [+4]
Master [+6]

When creating a character you start with several Strengths: 3 “Core” Strengths and several bonus
Strengths. Core Strengths are the key details for an interesting, well-rounded character.
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PDQ Master Chart
Level

As Strength Rank

As Style Rank

Modifier
to Roll

As Difficulty Rank

Target
Number

Notably Inept.

Incompetent.

-2

A trivial task.

5

Typical ability, unexceptional.

Untrained fighter, white
belt.

0

Straightforward task.

7

Good

Professional level of ability
or an exceptional beginner.

Skilled competitor or
trained fighter. Black belt.

+2

Complex task, requiring
attention to detail.

9

Expert

Noted professional with
extensive experience.

Training and experience.
Fighting champ or veteran
warrior.

+4

Intricate task, requiring
sharp focus, tough for the
untrained.

11

Master

Certified genius, top of the
field.

World champion material.

+6

Extremely difficult task, a
challenge even for a professional.

13

Impressive

-

-

-

Ridiculously difficult task,
difficult even for seasoned
professionals .

15

Intimidating

-

-

-

One in a million shot, hard
even for a master in the
field.

17

Impossible

-

-

-

Few would think this is
even humanly possible.

19

Inconceivable!

-

-

-

The difficulty of this task
beggars the imagination!

21

Poor
Average

Example: Jamie wants to create a martial artist, Carrie Schatz a young woman who practices an antique,
German martial art style handed down by her family for generations.

[ Motivation: Come up with your character’s Motivation, a Good [+2] Strength, which will represent your
character’s most important goals and ambitions. Example: Jamie decides that Carrie is a cop and that her
primary motivation is going to be Good [+2] Motivation: Protecting The Helpless. She’s got a thing for
those that can’t stand up for themselves and it’s what drove her to police work.

[ Past: Choose a Good [+2] Strength which is tied in some way to part of your character’s background from
before the start of play. This could be an inheritance, training, upbringing, a former profession or anything
of the sort. Example: Other than her inheritance of her family’s martial arts tradition (which will be
covered later in Styles) Carrie’s main background is her policework, so Jamie will pick Good [+2] Past:
Police Training.

[ Focus: A Good [+2] Strength that represents your character’s most impressive talents or defining trait.
Keep in mind that since this is a Strength your Focus will not be a fighting style. Example: Carrie is a
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“never say die” sort, with the personality of a terrier. Jamie decides that this is her most important
character trait and takes the Strength Good [+2] Focus: Determination.

After selecting your Core Strengths you receive 3 additional Strength “Ranks”. Each Rank can be used to
purchase a new Strength at Good [+2] Rank or to improve an existing Strength by one Rank, up to a maximum
of Master [+6] Rank. These extra Ranks may be used to improve your Core Strengths.

Example: Jamie now has three Ranks to add on additional Strengths before moving on. First, she decides
to improve Carrie’s Focus from Good [+2] to Expert [+4]. She’ll spend the other two Ranks on buying
new Strengths. Since she keeps herself well-trained and in good shape she picks up Good [+2] Athletic,
and Jamie decides that Carrie was always skilled at interrogation and often takes the “bad cop” role, so
she takes Good [+2] A Very Scary Individual with her final Rank.

Step 2: Styles
Your character’s fighting skills and martial arts training are represented by their Styles. Styles are a special type
of Strength and they involve a few extra rules. Like normal Strengths they are Ranked from Poor [-2] to Master
[+6]. In addition to their Rank each Style also has a Form and a Theme. See Part 2: Styles and Moves, for more
information.
During character creation you receive 2 Ranks to purchase Styles. Just like Strengths each Rank can be
used to purchase a new style at Good [+2] Rank or improve a Style by one Rank. Alternatively you may “split”
a Rank into two Average [0] Styles.
Although a character may master multiple Styles each one is distinct and requires that the player first
Harmonize with the Style. Harmonizing to a Style does not require the player to spend an action but can only
occur at the start of a player’s turn or at the end of it and can only be performed once per turn. Thus it is only
possible to use the MOD of one Style at a time. Before a Conflict begins every player should declare which Style
they have Harmonized at the time (this counts as the character’s Harmonization for the turn). At the GM’s option
a surprise attack may prevent a character from Harmonizing their Styles and may prevent them from taking
advantage of their Style to defend themselves.
Sometimes you may want to create a character who is not necessarily a master martial artist. In these cases
you may exchange a Style Rank for two extra Strength Ranks.

Example: Jamie wants her character to be dedicated to her fighting style, Carrie is proud of her family’s
traditional combat training and doesn’t dilute it with other techniques. Thus she spends both Ranks to
purchase Expert [+4] Kampfringen (one to buy it at Good [+2], one to increase it to Expert [+4]).
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Kampfringen’s Theme is primarily grappling and wrestling along with close-quarters striking and Jamie
decides that the Ocean Form is most suitable for the Style (see Part 4: Fighting Styles).

Step 3: Flaws
No one is perfect, a Flaw is a failing or feature that presents an opportunity for interesting failure or complication
in a character’s life. It is an inherently negative aspect to a character which may stem from ignorance, physical or
mental incapability, recurring duties or just plain bad luck. Flaws could even be traits that would normally be
considered positive (such as Generosity or Beauty) which continually cause trouble for your character. Just like
with Strengths you pick a word or phrase to sum up your Flaw. Unlike Strengths, Flaws are unranked but if a
situation comes up where you’re forced to roll against a Flaw treat it as Poor [-2].
Whenever a Flaw hinders your character (penalizing a roll, complicating a situation or restricting your
choices) then you’re rewarded with a Spirit Dice from the Box (see pg 14).

Example: Jamie decides that Carrie has a hardheaded streak and a problem with authority, one of the
reasons she’s often passed over for promotion. So she decides that Carrie’s Flaw should be her Stubbornness.

Step 4: Bonus Points
In addition to your Strengths and Styles your character receives several Bonus Points which can be used to
purchase additional character features. Each character receives 6 Bonus Points that may be used in several ways:
buying Techniques, additional Flaws, Average [0] Strengths or Signature Moves.
Techniques
Techniques are attached to one of your Strengths or Styles and they represent a specialization or trick that
provides a bonus in specific situations. There are several possible types of Techniques: Situational (examples:
Bar Fights, In Front Of An Audience, While Wounded), Maneuvers (examples: Sweet Talk, Dodge, Parry,
Throwing Heavy Objects), Foes (examples: vs. Ninjas, vs. [Form], vs. Multiple Opponents) or Tools (examples:
Improvised Weaponry, Prepared Speeches, Two Weapons, Sports Cars).
When using a Strength or Style on a roll in a situation where one of your Techniques applies then you
receive a Boost, adding either +1 to the roll result or rolling an extra dice (taking the highest two results). Each
Technique may only be used once per round but there is no limit to the number of Techniques that may be
assigned to a single roll. You may use a Technique either before or after the dice are rolled.
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Techniques may be purchased during character creation with Bonus Points. A Technique chained to one
of your Strengths or Styles costs 2 Bonus Points while a Technique chained to your Focus Strength costs only 1
Bonus points. It’s also possible to purchase “unchained” Techniques that apply in any situation, no matter what
Strengths are being used. This is a good way to represent “good luck charms” or a character’s personal style or
idiom. Unchained Techniques cost 3 Bonus Points to purchase.
Extra Flaws
Although the idea of taking additional Flaws may seem strange, extra flaws do have their uses. They define your
character and they’re also a valuable source of Spirit Dice. Buying an extra Flaw costs 1 Bonus Point.
Bonus Strengths
You may also spend Bonus Points to purchase additional Strengths at Average [0] Rank. Since they’re only
Average [0] then they do not provide any bonus to your rolls but they still have value. Additional Strengths allow
you to take more damage in Conflicts (see pg 9) and these average Strengths will be cheaper to improve during
play rather than buying them new. Each Average [0] Strength costs 2 Bonus Points.
Signature Moves
Your fighting Styles grant you access to a wide variety of martial arts Moves (see pg 29 for more information)
but they’re mostly flexible, improvised abilities. On the other hand Signature Moves are powerful, focused
abilities that represent your most powerful trump cards or patented techniques. Signature Moves are normally
developed during play but you may spend 3 Bonus Points to start play with a Sginature Move.

Example: Jamie has 6 Bonus points to spend on additional character features. First she’ll spend 3 points
to purchase an unchained Technique “For Justice” that will give a bonus for any roll that involves
stopping crime or brining criminals to justice. She’ll also chain a Technique to her Expert [+4] Focus:
Determination, “Fearless”, this only costs 1 Bonus Point since it’s being chained to her Focus Strength.
She has two Bonus Points left so she’ll spend them to purchase a new Strength, Average [0] Tough.

Step 5: Spirit Dice and Training Points
Finally, you begin play with your standard allotment of Spirit Dice (see pg 13) for the first session of play and 0
Training Points (don’t worry, you’ll earn some soon).
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Part 2: PDQ Core Rules
This section will cover the rules for the PDQ system, as it is used in Battle Royale.

Challenges And Conflicts
Any time a character needs to perform a task or is faced with a difficult situation the GM should determine
whether it is a Challenge or a Conflict. This decision should be based on the situation’s drama, pacing and
danger.
A Challenge is a relatively low-intensity situation. The character is usually faced with a situation that they
can resolve with a single action and is usually “pass/fail”. Challenges may or may not involve some element of
risk or danger. Challenges often involve opposition by environmental or external forces (running across an icy
rooftop, swimming a raging river, breaking down a door) but they may also involve low-pressure interaction with
one or more NPCs (usually minions or other minor characters).
Conflicts are more intense and dramatic and are too complicated to resolve with a single roll of the dice.
Typically a Conflict represents an extended contest with at least one major NPC or a group of minions. Conflicts
can also represent situations that are too risky or complicated to resolve with a single roll, such as navigating an
obstacle course or breaking into a computer network. Needless to say, in a martial arts game the most common
form of Conflict will be battle with other martial artists.

For most purposes time in PDQ is measured just like normal: seconds, minutes, hours, etc. However, for game
purposes (such as Conflicts) time can also be measured in Sessions, Scenes, Rounds, Actions and Reactions.
A Session is the span of time the GM and players spend playing the game in a given night (or day). A Scene
is however long it takes to complete an interesting and distinct action or set of actions: fighting a gang of bikers,
performing research, an important meeting, etc. The actual in-game time a Scene takes may be a matter of
seconds, minutes or even hours or days. A Scene is a essentially a single period of “on-camera” action.
Rounds are used in Conflict to cover a set of all the involved character’s actions and reactions (enough time
for everyone involved to act once). In a round each character takes one Action (an attempt to influence another
character or the environment in a significant way) and may take a Reaction (an attempt to counter, resist or adapt
to the results of an Action) to any Action that would affect them. Just like Scenes, Rounds can vary greatly in
actual in-game length. In hand-to-hand combat each Round may last seconds but in an extended chase scene a
Round may be several minutes in length!
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Challenges
Most Challenges involve some sort of obstacle or opposition whether it's physical (such as shattering a rock,
leaping a chasm), mental (solving a puzzle, examining a room), social (charming a minor NPC, blending in with
a crowd) or professional (negotiating a contract, scamming a merchant).
Although simple, Challenges should never be trivial in scope. If it's obvious that a character should be able to
succeed, even in stressful situations, then there's no need to make it a Challenge. Things like drawing your
weapon, jumping onto a table, smashing a window, etc. However, at the same time a Challenge should never be
a live-or-die situation. A Challenge might lead to a character taking damage or lead to a more risky Challenge or
Conflict but a single Challenge should never decide the final fate of a player character or significant NPC.

Difficulty Ranks
Difficulty Ranks are like Strength Ranks but they’re assigned to tasks or obstacles rather than characters. The
Difficulty Rank shows how challenging a particular task or situation is.
To determine a Difficulty Rank the GM should look at the PDQ Master Chart (page 2) for guidelines to
determine the effective Rank of a Challenge. When rolling to overcome a challenge your character must meet or
beat the Target Number in order to overcome the obstacle. GMs can always work out an obstacle's Difficulty
Rank in advance when designing a scenario but the PDQ Master Chart also provides an easy guide to determine
the Difficulty Rank on the fly.
Keep in mind that a specific obstacle might have multiple Difficulty Ranks depending on the method a
character uses to try and bypass it. Take for example an iron fence with a locked gate. Climbing the fence itself
might be a Good [9] Difficulty Rank, something each character attempting to scale would have to overcome.
However, if a character picks the gate's lock (an Expert [11] Challenge) or even bends the bars apart (an
Intimidating [17] Challenge!) then a whole group could pass through unrestricted.

Resolving Challenges
After describing how you intend to overcome the Challenge and the GM has set the Difficulty Rank you should
roll two six-sided dice (2d6) and add them together along with the MODs of any Strengths that would apply to
the roll. In addition you may add in any bonuses they receive from Techniques, Spirit Dice or other circumstances.
The final result should be compared to the TN of the Challenge.
If the result is lower than the TN then you should narrate how your character fails to complete the task. If the
GM chooses they may add or remove elements from your description or accept it as-is. In addition your character
earns a Training Point the first time they fail at a Challenge (repeated attempts to overcome a Challenge the same
way should not accrue additional Training Points).
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When describing how you have failed a Challenge keep in mind that failing at a task is not always due to a
lack of skill or ability on the part of a character. It might be due to a change in environment or an arrival of a new
factor in the situation. For example, an agile martial artist is attempting to leap from branch to branch up a tree to
reach the roof of a nearby building while under fire from enemy archers. A failed roll doesn't have to mean that
the character slipped or stumbled. Instead perhaps the branch he was about to leap onto is severed by a stray arrow
causing the character to fall several stories before catching himself, or perhaps a huge gust of wind catches the
character in the air and blows them off the branch and through one of the building's windows.

Example: Steven Blaze (Expert [+4] Athlete) is scaling the side of a building with a grappling hook in the
dead of night (Good [9] Difficulty Rank). Steven rolls 2d6+4, trying to produce a result of 9 or better. He
rolls a miserable snake eyes, plus his MOD of four gives him a total of 6. He declares that halfway up the
wall his rope gives way and he’s left clinging to the wall by just his fingers!

If you narrates the failure in an interesting or intriguing way then the GM should reward Spirit Dice in addition
to your Training Point.
If the result of your roll is equal to or higher than the TN, then you can narrate how the character succeeds
at his task. Again, the GM has the opportunity to make any tweaks they feel necessary to your description or to
go ahead and accept it as-is. You may also earn Spirit Dice for a particularly good description of your character’s
success. Just like failures, a character's success doesn't have to be due solely to skill or ability but it's often more
fun when it is.

Example: Jenny Hawkes (Good [+2] Runner) is trying to leap on the back of a thug’s car as it pulls away
from her boyfriend’s apartment (the GM declares this is a TN 11 Challenge to leap aboard before the car
picks up speed). Jenny rolls a 6 and a 3, adding in his MOD brings the total to 11, allowing Jenny to
successfully catch the car. Her player describes how she dodges between oncoming traffic, leaps off the roof
of a parked van and dives feet first through the car’s sunroof. The GM awards the player with a Spirit Die
for the cool description.

If a you’re having trouble coming up with an interesting description of how your character succeeds or fails
then you can always get suggestions from other players and even the GM. And of course, if you simply can't come
up with anything interesting you can always ask the GM to take over the narration of the task.
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Risky Challenges
Most of the time a Challenge is simply an obstacle that must be overcome or a problem that must be solved.
However, some Challenges are not merely an obstacle but actually a threat to life and limb, these are called Risky
Challenges. Risky Challenges usually take the form of physical threats, traps or environmental hazards.
Risky Challenges work just like normal Challenges, you roll 2d6 and add any relevant bonuses against a
Target Number set by the Challenge’s Difficulty Rank. However, failing a Risky Challenge will inflict Damage
Ranks equal to the difference between the Target Number and the roll result (usually these are Wound Ranks but
some Challenges might inflict Failure Ranks. See the Conflict rules on the next page for more information on
Damage.

Example: During his fight with the Steel Toe ninja clan the samurai Hayate accidentally knocks over an
oil lamp. The flames quickly spread to engulf the building. After taking down the last ninja Hayate must
try to escape the blazing building. His player declares he’ll try and leap out of the windows, hoping to
catch a tree or some other handhold to break his fall (making use of his Expert [+4] Agility). The GM
decides that this is a Master [13] Risky Challenge. His player rolls a 4 and a 3, adding his MOD brings
the total to 11. Since this doesn’t beat the TN of 13 he takes 2 Wound Ranks. Hayate’s player declares that
the samurai leaps out of the window and lands, burned and bruised, in the middle of a nearby fruit stall
and he collects a Training Point for the failed roll.

In many situations more than one Strength will be useful for a given situation. If more than one Strength applies to a task,
based on the player's description of their action, then they simply add the MOD of all relevant Strengths together when
calculating the roll result.
If multiple characters are working together to complete a task and they each possess relevant Strengths then they may
benefit from their combined efforts. When figuring out a team effort the character with the highest MOD (based on their
Strengths) rolls first and each additional character may add either a +1 bonus or an extra dice to the roll (keeping only the
two highest results). In some situations even those without a defined Strength can contribute (feats of strength are good
examples, even a character with Average [0] Strength could be helpful). However, not every situation allows many
characters to contribute at once (for example, usually only one character could pick a lock at a time for instance).
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Conflicts
Conflicts are tasks or situations that are fun to play out in detail and involve important people, things and/or a
great degree of risk. Car chases, fist-fights or high stakes gambling are all good examples of situations that might
be treated as Conflicts. Something like climbing a wall doesn't make a good Conflict because it's too simple and
something like a game of chess certainly involves back-and-forth maneuvers between opponents but it's just not
that fun to play out in detail (both situations are best resolved with Challenges).
Conflicts cover more than simply the success or failure of a single action or attack. A character usually
requires multiple successful rolls to achieve victory and there's plenty of opportunity for the situation to play out
for or against them. A Conflict represents a back and forth, wearing down your opponent's ability to continue
while preserving your own.
Just like Challenges characters can engage in a variety of different Conflicts: physical, mental, social,
emotional, and professional.

The Conflict Process
Each Conflict is divided into Rounds. A Round is the length of time needed for each character involved in the
Conflict to take an action.
At the start of a Round the character with the greatest number of Spirit Dice acts first. If there is a tie then the
one with the highest Rank in a relevant Strength or Style goes first (PCs always win ties with NPCS). If there’s
still a tie then it should be resolved by rolling 1d6, whoever rolls highest goes first. The winner can always choose
to wait and let other characters act first.
The character who is currently acting is referred to as the attacker while anyone who is affected by their action
is the defender. At the start of a character’s turn in a Round they must declare how they are attempting to hinder,
harm or influence the defender. The defender in turn declares how they will react to the attacker’s action.
Both the attacker and defender roll 2d6 (adding the MOD of relevant Strengths and Styles) to generate the roll
result. The attacker and the defender then compare their results. If the defender’s result is higher then they have
successfully defeated the attack. If the attacker’s result is higher then they have succeeded and inflicted damage
on the defender. A successful attack inflicts a number of Damage Ranks equal to the difference between the
attacker’s result and the defender’s. PC martial artists always win ties against NPCs (inflicting 1 Damage Rank if
the PC is the attacker). If two PCs have tied then the roll goes to the defender.
After the attacker’s action is resolved (and the defender has assigned any damage received) then their turn
ends and the next character down the line becomes the attacker and may take an action of their own.
After all characters have had a chance to act the Round ends and a new Round begins.
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Damage
Damage Ranks are suffered when a character fails to successfully defend against an attack or overcome a Risky
Challenge. Damage represents a loss of ability to continue the Conflict. In a physical conflict it might represent
exhaustion, blood loss or pain while in a high stakes card game it could be a loss of nerve or just a loss of cash!
In PDQ damage is represented by a temporary reduction of a character’s Strengths.
For a Risky Challenge your character suffers a number of Damage Ranks equal to the difference between your
roll result and the Target Number of the Challenge. In Conflicts the defending character suffers Damage Ranks
equal to the difference between the defender’s roll result and the attacker’s.
When you suffers Damage Ranks you must assign each Rank to one of your character’s Strengths or Styles.
Multiple Damage Ranks may be freely divided among multiple Strengths and/or Styles as you wish. Each
Damage Rank assigned to a Strength reduces its rating by one Rank (so if a character with Expert [+4] Kung Fu
assigns 2 Damage Ranks to that Strength then it is reduced to Average [0] Kung Fu until the Damage Ranks are
recovered).
In addition, the first time you suffer a Damage Rank in a Conflict Scene you also earn a Training Point. If you
assigns enough damage to reduce a Strength below Poor [-2] then that Strength Zeroes Out and can no longer
be used. The first time you are forced to Zero Out a Strength in a Scene you will earn another Training Point. Once
all of your character’s Strengths are Zeroed Out they have hit Absolute Zero and can no longer take part in the
Conflict. If you’re unfortunate enough to hit Absolute Zero in a Conflict then you earn two additional Training
Points.
There are two types of Damage Ranks: Failure Ranks and Wound Ranks. The type of damage a character
suffers depends on the nature of the attack or Challenge that inflicts it. Both types of Damage have the same effect
within the scene but recover at different rates once the scene ends.

Failure Ranks
Failure Ranks are the most common form of damage in mental or social Conflicts and may also be the result of
physical exhaustion or other forms of fatigue as well. Failure Ranks represent damage that can be overcome
quickly or has little meaning once the Scene has ended. You may engages in a contest of wits with an ancient
guardian spirit might win or lose but any damage inflicted in the conflict won't meaningfully affect you afterwards
when you are navigating the trap-filled ruins it guards.
Some common sources of Failure Ranks would be frustration, exhaustion, financial difficulty, distraction,
weakness or lack of focus. In a fight actions aimed at unbalancing, exhausting, grappling or otherwise hindering
an opponent without causing severe injury are all likely to inflict Failure Ranks as well.
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At the end of the Scene all Failure Ranks go away (if taken “in-between” Scenes then the Failure Ranks last
until the end of the next Scene the character engages in).

Wound Ranks
Wound Ranks represent actual physical injury or severe hardships which can temporarily cripple or incapacitate
a character, even once the current situation has passed. Bone-breaking punches and kicks, bullet wounds, knife
cuts or burns from leaping across flaming chasms are all examples of Wound Ranks.
While the majority of Wound Ranks result from physical challenges they can also represent other forms of
mental or spiritual damage severe enough that they can cause lasting problems for the character. Mind-rending
illusions that can destroy a man's sanity or soul-draining underworld martial arts strikes are all examples of attacks
that aren't strictly physical but could have a lasting impact on the character while leaving his body untouched.
In situations where the GM feels that there’s no pressing danger or time constraints they may declare that
everyone recovers all their Wound Ranks. This usually occurs at the end of a story arc or a situation where
everyone has lots of time to recover between battles. However, you’ll often find yourself in situations where you
don’t have the luxury of resting and recovering fully. In that case, you recover 1d6 Wound Ranks at the end of a
Scene. Strengths or Techniques relevant to the situation, like Quick Healer or Won't Stay Down, might add their
MOD to the number of Wound Ranks recovered at the end of the Scene. If you have been reduced to Absolute
Zero then recovery will be more difficult (see below).

Zeroing Out
When you’ve assigned enough Damage Ranks to a Strength or Style to reduce it below Poor [-2] then it has
Zeroed Out and cannot be used to absorb any further damage. A Strength that has been Zeroed Out cannot be used
for any other rolls and unless you have another relevant Strength that could help out then you will automatically
fail any rolls that would depend on the Zeroed Out Strength. If all of your Strengths are Zeroed Out then you have
hit Absolute Zero and may be Mostly Dead.
Absolute Zero
When all of your Strengths are Zeroed Out then you have lost the Conflict. The exact consequences will depend
on the nature of the Conflict. In some cases the result is obvious: beaten black and blue in a fight, losing a race,
found guilty by a jury. In more abstract intellectual or social conflicts then the results should be determined
between you and the other characters involved. This might involve a temporary Flaw being inflicted, being forced
to take a certain action (leaving, spilling a secret, losing your temper, etc) or otherwise being disadvantaged.
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For example, two characters at a party have been verbally sparring all night and one of them finally hits
Absolute Zero. The winner might declare that the other character loses their cool in some way. The loser may still
choose their own actions within that context (losing your cool might involve shouting and storming out or even
just punching the winning character in the face and starting a different sort of Conflict entirely).
In dangerous physical Conflicts or potentially lethal situations the consequences for hitting Absolute Zero
are more severe, typically resulting in the character becoming Mostly Dead (pg. 22).

Spirit Dice
At the start of a Battle Royale session every player receives one or more Spirit Dice. These can represent many
different things: your fighting spirit, mystic inner power, luck or determination. They allow you to excel at just
about any task through sheer force of will and are essential for powering your powerful martial arts Moves.
You’ll receive an allotment of Spirit Dice at the start of every session and you’ll likely earn more in the
course of play due to good roleplaying or exceptional actions. At the end of the session any unused Spirit Dice
will go away so it’s always better to spend them than hoard them.

Earning Spirit Dice
When the GM is handing out Spirit Dice there are two places they can come from: the Bowl and the Box.
The Bowl contains a limited supply of Spirit Dice that GMs may hand out as they see fit. The Bowl is
typically used to reward good roleplaying, style, innovation, courage and flair. At the start of each session the
Bowl has two dice per player (including the GM). Once the Bowl has been emptied no more dice can be drawn
from it until more are moved into it. Fortunately, any Spirit Dice spent by players are dropped into the Bowl,
regardless of their original source.
The Box contains an unlimited supply of Spirit Dice but these dice are only handed out due to game
mechanics like Flaws. The Box is also the source of dice handed out at the start of the session and any Spirit Dice
for the GM or for important NPCs.

Every Session
At the start of each session the GM should give out Spirit Dice from the box as follows:

Showing Up: Just for showing up for a game each player should be awarded with one Spirit Die.
Style Mastery: Players gain one Spirit Die for each Style they possess. They get an additional Spirit Die
for any Styles they have at Master [+6] Rank or higher.
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[ Hosting: If the player is hosting the session in their home they gain an extra Spirit Die.
[ Providing Refreshments: If the player has brought snacks or beverages (and shares them!) they get an
extra Spirit Die.

[ Loaning Materials: A player who shares useful game materials such as pencils, paper, dice, etc. Should
be rewarded with an extra Spirit Die.

[ Additional Awesomeness: Players who produce outside materials (artwork, props, handouts, etc) since
the last session they should get an extra Spirit Die.

During Play
The majority of Spirit Dice are usually earned during play. There are a variety of ways to accrue extra Spirit Dice
from either the Bowl or the Box, they might even come from your fellow players.
If an action that would aware Spirit Dice takes place at the end of a session (possibly as part of a dramatic
cliff hanger) then the GM can choose to delay the reward until the start of the next session.

Affected By Flaw (Box)
If you’re disadvantaged in some significant way by your Flaw (an Obese wrestler having to run a race or a Blind
samurai having to read a map), then you’ll earn a Spirit Dice from the Box. If you run with the situation and either
come up with a clever way to get around the flaw or do an exceptional job of roleplaying the misfortune that your
Flaw causes you the GM may decide to hand out another Spirit Dice from the Bowl as well.
Sometimes the GM may decide that certain Strengths may be “inherently” Flawed and in cases where
these Flaws come up the GM should reward the player with Spirit Dice as well. Essentially any situation where
one of your normally positive traits would hinder you (such as a wrestler with a strength like Expert [+4]
Massively Muscled being unable to fit through a tight space).

Deeds (Bowl)
Deeds are going to be one of the main ways that you’ll earn bonus Spirit Dice in play. Deeds might involve acting
heroically or stylishly and they’re a great way for GMs to support the tone or “feel” of a particular game. In a
humorous, slapstick campaign your GM might hand them out for a well-told joke or bit of physical comedy. In a
brutal tournament game a particularly well-described and bloody finishing move. Any action that shows creativity
or good roleplaying is always suitable for a Move.
Players can also reward each other with Spirit Dice for deeds as well, see the sidebar on the next page for
Spirit Gifting.
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When the GM has Spirit Dice in the Bowl he can give dice out for stunts or feeding the plot but once the Bowl
runs empty the GM may only give out dice from the Box, in situations where the game mechanics call for a
Spirit Dice award such as when a player is affected by a Flaw or a Vexing Misfortune.
As a rule of thumb the GM should try and pump most of the Spirit Dice out of the Bowl and into the hands
of the players as soon as possible. This not only serves to reward the players and set the tone of the game but it
also encourages players to use them freely which leads not only to righteous butt-kicking but also serves to fill
the Bowl back up and keep the cycle going.

The GM isn’t the only one who can give you more Spirit Dice, your fellow players can also be a source of extra
Dice. Whenever one of your fellow player performs a worthy action you may choose to reward him by gifting
them with your own Spirit Dice (of course the GM can do so as well, assuming there are dice left in the Bowl).
Whenever a you rewards another with your own Spirit Dice then the GM should also move an equal number of
dice from the Box to the Bowl. In addition to encouraging awesome action it is also the only way for the GM
to move dice directly from the Box to the Bowl.
Feeding The Plot (Bowl)
When you do something, even inadvertently, that significantly advances the plot or gives the GM an idea for a
new plot twist, NPC, location or Scene then the GM may reward you with a Spirit Die. Perhaps you’ve just
challenged the master of the dojo to a duel just before the school is attacked by the villian’s henchmen or knocked
over a lamp during a battle and set the building on fire, introducing a whole new level of complexity to the fight.

Karmic Misfortune (Box)
Sometimes the needs of the plot demand that the you and your fellow players get the short end of the stick. The
GM might engineer such a situation create a cliffhanger or place you in a new situation that you wouldn’t
normally walk into. Perhaps you end up springing an unavoidable trap, get food poisoning before a match or are
helpless to stop the escape of your arch-nemesis. You and any other players affected by the misfortune should be
immediately rewarded with 3 Spirit Dice to soften the blow. GMs should make sure not to overuse this option.

Winning a Combat Challenge (Bowl)
Whenever you are the winner of a Combat Challenge (see pg. 21) then you will be rewarded with a Spirit Die
from the Bowl.
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Using Spirit Dice
You can use Spirit Dice in a variety of ways: ignoring wounds, fighting against impossible odds and generally
being amazing. Spending Spirit Dice makes things go your way or allows you to overcome obstacles through pure
willpower and fighting spirit.
There is no limit to the number of Spirit Dice that may be used in a given round and you may even choose
to spend your Spirit Dice in different ways during the same round. Players and GMs are encouraged to come up
with new ways to use Spirit Dice as well, these are only guidelines. Also, remember that any Spirit Dice spent go
into the Bowl.

Activating Moves
The most common use of Spirit Dice is to allow you to use your martial arts Moves. The exact cost depends on
the type of Move and how powerful it will be. For more information on Moves see pg. 38.

Be Impressive
You can trade a Spirit Die for an additional die on a roll or a flat +1 bonus to the roll. Remember, no matter how
many dice you roll you only keep the highest results.

Catch a Second Wind
By spending a Spirit Die you can recover some of your composure or shake off an injury. Just roll the die and the
result is the number of Damage Ranks that you can immediately recover. Both Failure and Wound Ranks can be
recovered. If a Strength or Style has been Zeroed out a Spirit Dice must be spent to restore it, bringing it back to
Poor [-2].
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Training Points
Self-improvement is part of any good martial arts story and that’s exactly what Training Points are for. Training
Points are used to improve your abilities: gaining new Strengths and Styles, developing new Techniques and
learning Signature Moves.

Gaining Training Points
Even right out of the gate character your characters are dangerously competent individuals. They’ve likely already
spent years training (or learning their skills the hard way in the world) and have likely learned all they can from
simple practice or lessons. Instead the best way to improve is through adversity, failure or defeat. After all, you’re
more likely to learn from an opponent who manages to sneak some new tricks past you than one you simply pound
into paste. This may also be why martial arts trainers demand such impossible tasks from their students.
Your character earns a Training Point every time they fail a significant Challenge. To qualify as “significant”
Challenge there should be an element of risk or reward for the task. If you’re throwing darts by yourself at home
your character shouldn’t get Training Points for missing the bulls-eye (of course, a situation like this probably
shouldn’t involve rolling dice in the first place) but playing darts in a gang bar with a lot of money on the line
would definitely warrant a Training Point if for a failure. Also keep in mind that your character will only gain a
Training Point the first time they fail a particular Challenge.
In Conflicts or Bouts you won’t gain points on every failed roll instead you receive a Training Point the first
time your character suffers Damage in a Conflict Scene and an additional point every time you are forced to Zero
Out a Strength. If your character is forced to Absolute Zero then you’ll earn two additional Training Points,
assuming you survive the encounter.

Using Training Points
You can spend Training Points to purchase new character features such as additional Strengths, Styles or
Techniques as well as improving your Strengths and Styles.
In many cases your GM will want you to do more than just mark points off on your sheet, spending Training
Points should involve some in-game justification. Perhaps a story hook about searching for a teacher to learn a
new Style or a short aside where you explain the brutal training regime you go through to develop your latest
Technique or Signature Move.

Increasing Strength Ranks (6 points)
By spending 6 Training Points you may improve one of your character’s Strengths by one Rank, up to a maximum
of Master [+6].
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Purchasing a New Strength (8 Points)
By spending 8 Training Points you can create a new Strength for your character at Good [+2] Rank.

Improving a Style (10 Points)
Spending 10 Training Points will improve one of your character’s existing Styles by one Rank to a maximum of
Master [+6].

Purchasing a New Style (12 Points)
You may spend 12 training points to purchase a new Style at Good [+2] Rank. Since Styles represent such a
significant investment of mental and physical potential this should definitely involve a new plot hook or
side-story so make sure to speak with your GM about what would work well for the game.

Adjusting Flaws (2 Point)
While Flaws represent a character’s weaknesses they’re also an essential source of Spirit Dice. Spending 2
Training Points and providing a good explanation allows you to alter one of their existing Flaws, purchase a new
Flaw, or remove an existing Flaw entirely. This should make sense within the context of the story or should reveal
a piece of your character’s background that has remained secret so far. You might reveal that your character has
a hidden loyalty to a previously unknown organization (gaining the Flaw “Call of Duty”) but a character is
unlikely to suddenly recover from their One Arm Flaw without some fantastic or magical justification (although
it might be modified to something like Hook Handed or Prosthetic Limb).

Purchasing a New Technique (2/4/6 points)
Spending 4 Training Points allows the player to purchase a new Technique chained to an existing Strength or
Style. Chaining the Technique to a Focus Strength costs only 2 points. If you want to purchase a Technique that
is not chained to a Strength or Style then you must spend 6 Training Points.

Developing a Signature Move (4 points)
Spending 4 Training Points allows you to develop any Move that your character has used at least 3 times during
play into a Signature Move. The Move should be specific and should be given a name (Iron Dragon Punch,
Firestorm Kick, etc.). See pg 38 for more information about Moves and Signature Moves.
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Part 3: Combat and Bouts
The previous rules for Challenges and Conflicts apply from everything to legal battles to footraces, allowing them
to be adapted to just about any situation. However, since the focus of Battle Royale is on martial arts there are a
few additional rules for using Conflicts and Challenges for combat.

Combat Conflicts
Combat Conflicts are those that involve two or more opponents attempting to physically subdue, defeat or harm
one another. The basic steps and rules of Combat Conflicts are identical to normal Conflicts: you take turns acting
and reacting to one another with success being determined by an opposed roll of 2d6 plus any relevant bonuses.
Attackers may inflict Failure or Wound Ranks depending on the nature of their actions.
However there are a few rules that help provide interesting martial arts battles: Minions, Combat
Strategies, and Combat Challenges.

Minions
A staple of the martial arts genre is a lone warrior battling hordes of lesser fighters. Whether it's a heroic martial
artist taking on a squad of faceless ninjas in an alleyway or a deadly villain cutting a swath through a city’s hapless
defenders you can use Minions to handle these situations.
A Minion is a minor character, usually one without a name or even a full-fledged description. They are the
extras or expendable henchmen of the story whose only purpose is to provide a brief speed bump for major
characters. Each Minion has only a single Strength (usually based on their profession or role in the story) such as
Expert [+4] Palace Guard, Good [+2] Street Thug, or Average [0] Bartender or even Master [+6] Elite Ninja
Warrior. A single Minion (even a Master [+6] Ranked one) is simply not a significant threat to a player character,
so dealing with them is considered a Challenge rather than following the normal Conflict rules. All a character
has to do to overcome the Minion is roll higher than the Target Number indicated by the Minion’s Rank (or TN 7
if the minion’s single Strength wouldn’t be relevant to the task at hand).
However, two or more identical Minions can team up into Minion Gangs which are treated in a Conflict as a
single character, although still possessing only a single Strength. When acting as an attacker the entire Gang acts
as a single character, making one roll rather than an individual roll for each minion. Likewise, when you attack a
Minion Gang you don’t need to target the individual members of the Gang and instead you may attack the group
as a whole. These rolls are normal (2d6+MOD) but for each Minion beyond the first the Gang receives extra dice
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that can be divided between offensive and defensive rolls every turn. After rolling all the dice the Minion Gang
will keep the best 2 results. Alternatively they can add a flat +1 to the roll result instead of an extra dice.
Each Minion can only take one Damage Rank before being forced to Zero Out of the fight. Whenever a
martial artist inflicts damage to a Minion Gang then every Damage Rank inflicted takes one Minion out of the
fight.
Example: Sue is dealing with a squad of deadly disco ninjas. Individually the ninjas are Good [+2]
Dancing Ninjas, but Sue is facing six of them at once. The Minion Gang receives 5 bonus dice they can
use throughout the round and they use 3 to attack Sue, who defends with her Good [+2] Smooth Moves
and Expert [+4] Jive Hands Jujitsu. The Ninjas roll 5 dice, getting a 5, 4, 3, 6 and a 4. They keep the best
two results (5 and 6) and adding 2 for their MOD for a total of 13. Sue rolls 2d6 for her defense (3 and a
2) and adding 6 from her suitable Strengths for a total of 11, taking two Wound Ranks as she fends off the
expertly choreographed attack. When Sue counterattacks she rolls 2d6+4 (her Style MOD) and gets a
total of 14, while the ninjas roll 4 dice (using their two remaining bonus dice) and adding 2 from their
MOD rolling a 3, 2, 6, and 2 and taking the best two gives them a total of 11. Sue wipes out 3 of the ninjas
without any trouble!

Combat Strategies
The following options are meant to provide you with additional tactical options when taking part in Combat
Conflicts. Although they work best in combat Scenes these extra options could potentially be used in other
Conflicts with a little imagination. All these strategies must be used when you declare your action in a Round and
the consequences last until the start of your next action.

Normally in a Conflict each character takes turns attacking and defending against attacks. However, sometimes you will
need to take actions within a Conflict Scene but which do not directly involve battling an opponent. Simple actions (those
that are simple enough that they don’t require a roll) like drawing a weapon in a fight, leaping over a short obstacle, or
shouting out a short sentence in the middle of combat are all simply part of your action even if they don’t directly impact
the defender.
More complex actions (those that would require the character to overcome a Challenge) have to be determined
by the GM based on the anticipated length of the action and the ‘scale’ of the Conflict. Some feats may be accomplished
as part of an action (for instance making a running leap to reach an opponent) while others might make the player sacrifice
their action to attempt the Challenge (for example, a bound martial artist might have to choose between fighting or
attempting to free his hands). Particularly complex feats may require several actions or may simply be impossible within
the scale of the Conflict.
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Flipping Out
When Flipping Out you makes strong, risky attacks without bothering too much with defense. Flipping Out
replaces a good defense with a great offense by granting a +2 bonus to any offensive action but a -2 penalty to
any other actions that Round, including defensive reactions.

Playing it Cagey
You hold back, taking no risks and making sure their opponent doesn't get a chance to lay a hand on them. This
provides a +2 bonus to any defensive reactions made during the round but a -2 penalty to all other actions
(including attacks) until the start of the your next turn.

Environmental Advantage
Interesting fights should be about more than just two opponents smacking one another till one of them can't get
up. Intelligent and creative martial artists pay attention to their surroundings and use then to maximum effect
against their opponents. Interesting and creative descriptions of an action or reaction should be rewarded with
Spirit Dice but actively involving elements of the environment with an attack or defense will grant you a +2 bonus
(possibly in addition to being rewarded with Spirit Dice). This can take many forms, from knocking over statues
onto your enemies, swinging on tapestries, or even bringing the roof down on top of them with particularly
powerful attacks.

Combat Challenges
Sometimes in a fight you may want to try strategies other than a straightforward attack. Combat Challenges are a
way for you to use Strengths other than those directly related to combat during a fight or to psych out your
opponent with displays of skill or daring. Combat Challenges can take place either during or immediately before
a Conflict or Bout.
In a Combat Challenge the initiator of the Challenge must declare how they’re trying to disadvantage their
enemy. The characters involved in the Challenge roll of 2d6 (plus relevant bonuses) and compare the results. The
one with the highest result receives a Spirit Die (taken from the Bowl) while the loser suffers a single Failure
Rank, making them a great way to “soften up” opponents before the fight starts.

Example: Cooper Slate (Expert [+4] The Stare) is taking on Vinny Wu, the kung-fu kingpin (Good [+2]
Doesn't Back Down) at a bar. The two haven't started trading blows yet but clearly violence is imminent.
Tyson chooses not to start swinging first, instead he glares right in the eye of the mafia martial artist with
a look that has caused lesser men to faint. This is a Combat Challenge and Tyson rolls 2d6+4 vs. Vinny's
2d6+2. He gets a 3 and a 5, plus 4 for a total of 12 and Vinny gets a 4 and a 4, plus 2 for a total of 10.
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Tyson cracks his knuckles and Vinny takes an involuntary step back, starting things off on a bad foot. For
winning Tyson gets an extra Spirit Die and Vinny takes a Failure Rank. If they wish, the two of them may
continue this battle of wills until one backs down or starts swinging!

Mostly Dead
Normally when a you hit Absolute Zero you will automatically lose the

Death Blow

Conflict however, in Combat Conflicts that involve potentially deadly force
(i.e. those that involve Wound Ranks) hitting Absolute Zero can have more
serious consequences. When this happens you are now Mostly Dead.
Mostly Dead is different from actually dead, of course. A Mostly Dead

Sometimes particularly hateful or
brutal opponents may choose to
slay helpless enemies. Once a
character is Mostly Dead they are

character is physically helpless however and incapable of accomplishing any- unable to effectively defend themthing useful until you’ve recovered. You might be unconscious, too exhausted selves and any enemy may choose
to move, or even paralyzed by poison or exotic martial arts techniques. No to use their action in a Round to
matter what the cause, you’re are at the mercy of your opponents unless you kill the character, permanently.
have allies who are still active in the Conflict who might be able to defend
them.

Mostly Dead Recovery
When you are Mostly Dead you do not recover damage like normal at the end of the Scene and you may not use
Spirit Dice to catch a Second Wind. Instead, once the Combat Scene ends, you may spend Spirit Dice to raise their
Strengths back to Poor [-2] Rank from being Zeroed Out (other players may also spend Spirit Dice on your behalf
so long as they have some means of aiding them). Each Spirit Die spent in this manner restores a single Strength
to Poor [-2], and once all of your Strengths are back at Poor [-2] recovery can proceed as normal.
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Bouts
The normal Conflict rules are a great way to handle combat with multiple participants which is the most common
sort of fight a group of players might find themselves in. This might involve be a group of heroes and villains
facing off or a group of heroic characters teaming up to take a single deadly martial arts master. In situations like
these you must keep an eye on all their enemies while watching your allies’ backs.
A Bout is a special type of Conflict for dramatic, one-on-one combat between two significant characters. A
Bout might be a televised wrestling match, a one-man-leaves cage fight or a duel of honor in an empty field. Bouts
should involve a single player character battling another player or an significant NPC opponent. Bouts should not
be wasted on minor characters and should only be used in the most dramatic situations against Minion Gangs (for
example a lone warrior defending a bridge against a horde of opponents).

Running Bouts
Bouts are divided into Rounds, just like Conflicts, and each you’ll takes turns acting and then reacting against
your opponent's attack. The steps of a duel are as follows:

[ Engage Opponent Those characters involved in the Bout declare their intentions.
[ Divvy Bout Die: Participants divide up three dice each round between attack and defense.
[ The Strike: The attacker announces his action and the defender reacts.
[ The Clash: Both the attacker and the defender rolls and compare results.
[ The Counterstrike: The defender takes their turn to act and the attacker must react.
[ Taking it on the Chin: Damage, if any, is assigned by the defender
After Damage is assigned a new round begins, repeating steps 2 through 6 until one of the opponents gives
up or is forced to Absolute Zero.
Engage Foe
At the start of the first Round in a Bout you will declare which foes they are engaging. Bouts must be handled in
pairs (although a Minion Gang counts as a single opponent) so each character may engage only a single foe. In
situations where multiple characters are fighting then all characters must pair up or revert to the normal Conflict
rules. During this stage in a Bout it is possible to “switch out” opponents if character becomes Mostly Dead or
two allies wish to trade enemies.
The character with the most Spirit Dice at the start of the Round is considered the attacker and may choose
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whether to act first or to allow the defender to act first and wait until the Counterstrike stage to take their action.
If characters are tied then the character with the highest relevant Strength Rank (usually in a Style) acts first and
with PCs winning any ties in this situation.
If one of the characters wishes they may choose to replace a round of combat in a Bout with a Combat
Challenge. Either character involved in the Bout can try to initiate a Combat Challenge but their opponent can
sacrifice a Spirit Dice to cancel the Challenge and resume the normal Bout.

Example: Copper Tigress (Expert [+4] Flying Lotus Style) is engaging a nameless and silent Black Ice
assassin (Good [+2] Assassin and Expert [+4] Black Shadow Style). They are alone, facing off over the
body of her dead master with the assassin’s dagger in his back. Definitely dramatic enough to qualify
as a Bout. Tigress has 3 Spirit Dice and the assassin has 2 so she may go first.
Divvy Bout Dice
In a Bout both the attacker and the defender have three six-sided dice (3d6) which must be divided between attack
and defense. There are four ways these dice can be divided up:

[ All-Out Defense:
0 dice for attack, 3d6 for defense.

[ Strong Defense, Weak Attack:
1d6 for attack, 2d6 for defense.

[ Strong Attack, Weak Defense:
2d6 for attack, 1d6 for defense.

[ All-Out Attack:
3d6 for attack, 0 for defense.

These are the dice that players keep when rolling for attack and defense (so if you are taking a Strong Defense
option and you’re using two bonus dice in an attack from your Techniques then you’ll roll 3d6 for the attack but
only keep one of the dice).

Example: Tigress is going to try and take down the assassin in a single powerful attack (All-Out Attack),
leaving no dice for her defense. The assassin chooses to play it safer and opts for a Strong Defense (2d6
for defense and 1d6 for his own attack).
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The Strike
In The Strike you’ll declare your action and the defender may declare their reaction to the attack. Even if you are
rolling no dice for an action or reaction you may still add the MOD of any relevant Strengths and bonuses from
any Techniques used to the roll result of 0.

Example: Tigress shouts vengeance for her dead teacher and launches herself across the room to take
the assassin’s head off with a powerful kick. The assassin will attempt to leap out of the way to land on
top of a decorative dragon statue in the corner.
The Clash
In this step compare your roll result with the defender's. Just like in a Conflict if the defender's result is greater
than yours then they have successfully defeated, evaded or endured the attack and suffer no damage and you
should skip to the Counterstrike. If the your roll result is higher than the defender's then the defender suffers
damage from the attack equal to the difference between the your result and the defender's (depending on the nature
of the attacker's description this may be Failure or Wound Ranks).

Example: Tigress is rolling 3d6+4 and gets a 4, 4 and a 6 for a final total of 18. The assassin rolls 2d6+4
and gets a 1 and a 2 for a measly total of 7. Tigress definitely struck soundly, inflicting 11 Wound Ranks
to the assassin!
The Counterstrike
The attacker now becomes the defender and the defender becomes the attacker. Repeat the Strike and the Clash
steps for both characters involved in the Bout again.

Example: As she leaps the assassin yanks a hidden shuriken from his sleeve and hurls it as Tigress flies
towards him. This is an attack using his Assassin and Black Shadow Style Strengths. He rolls 1d6+6,
managing a roll of 6 for a total of 12. Tigress has no dice for defense since she used an all out attack. She
can only defend himself with her Style MOD of 4. The killer inflicts 8 Wound Ranks on Tigress.
Taking it on the Chin
If either the attacker or defender have suffered damage then they now assign the damage to their Strengths (this
may generate Training Points as normal). If either participant hits Absolute Zero due to damage then they drop
out of the Bout and are at the mercy of their opponent (and may be Mostly Dead).
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After damage ranks have been assigned then move on to any other pairs engaged in Bouts at the same time
then begin a new Round for any characters who haven’t yet surrendered, fled or hit Absolute Zero. Repeat the
steps as many times as you need until the Bout ends. If circumstances change to cause the situation to no longer
be appropriate for a Bout then switch to a Conflict Scene instead.

Example: Tigress and the assassin have both suffered injuries from the round. Tigress’s player declares
that she catches the murderer mid-leap with her kick, sending both of them smashing into the statue,
which shatters, but not before one of the assassin’s shurikens strikes her in the ribs. Both fighters assign
their Wound Ranks to their Strengths and continue to the next Round.

Since damage is assigned after both combatants have had a chance to attack damage taken will not impact your
rolls during a Round. It’s even possible to take enough damage to hit Absolute Zero but still manage to strike your
opponent in the same round and both combatants might end up simultaneously KOing one another.
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Range and Movement
In many cases combat in Battle Royal is up close and personal. Most fights will take place at a range where every
character can easily run, swing, jump about and otherwise interact with one another. Swords meet shields and fists
meet faces in a fast paced melee.
For most fights range and movement can be kept simple. Characters are either Near (you can punch it),
Middling (can run up and punch it), Far (can throw things at it or shoot it) or Too Far (out of range).
However, in some combat Conflicts your GM may feel the need to provide additional detail to distance and
movement. Perhaps you’re engaged in a pitched battle with your nemesis while archers fire arrows down from
the surrounding rooftops. Or maybe the villain is attempting to flee while his minions hold you and your
companions off. To allow for this additional detail there are a few additional rules.
Combat is centered around the Ring. This is the area where the majority of player characters are located. The
area covered by the Ring is the distance where all combatants can engage one another. Characters within the Ring
can easily interact with one another and move around within the Ring. Outside of the Ring are progressively larger
zones to represent greater ranges.
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Ringside is the area immediately around the Ring. It’s too far to allow characters to freely interact with the
Ring but it’s close enough to throw things back and forth. The Stands represent a distance that’s too far to easily
reach The Ring with thrown or hurled objects but long-range weapons could certainly manage it. The Nosebleed
area is the farthest from the Ring and generally is too far to easily interact with those in the Ring with anything
other than very long range weapons (rifles for instance).
The exact size of these zones varies depending on the Power Level used in the game. For Cinematic games
the Ring is likely around 5 yards wide or so.

Changing Zones
The diagram below can be copied to provide a “battle map” to keep track of the positions your characters during
a combat encounter. It’s possible to move between different zones on the diagram with an appropriate Challenge
(usually one related to speed, athletics or acrobatics). The numbers in brackets on the diagram indicate the typical
Target Number need to cross from one zone to another (the same TN can be used to handle movement within a
zone as well). This will typically require an action although some Moves might allow you to attempt to shift
between zones as part of an offensive or defensive roll. Obviously various factors can influence the difficulty
needed to change between zones. Difficult terrain, height differences, fences or barricades could all increase the
TN of the movement Challenge dramatically.
Usually it is only possible to attempt to shift between immediately adjacent zones (Ring to Ringside, Ringside
to the Stands, etc) on a given action. However if you have access to a high speed vehicle, mount or supernatural
Moves that grant exceptional speed then they may try and skip across different Zones at once. Usually each
additional Zone will add 2 to the Target Number of the Challenge.
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Part 4: Fighting Styles
The core of the Battle Royale martial arts system are special Strengths called Fighting Styles. Fighting Styles (or
just Styles for short) represent mastery of a single, potent fighting art. This could be an ancient martial art passed
down through many generations or it could be a raw, improvisational combat form that your character has
developed all on their own.
The primary purpose of a Style is, of course, to add its MOD to rolls related to martial arts combat. But they
also provide access to a powerful repertoire of abilities called Moves. Moves can range from simple, straightforward attacks to powerful supernatural abilities that allow you to go far beyond your normal human limitations.

Styles
Each Style represents an impressive selection of skills, moves and martial arts lore, even at merely Good [+2]
Rank. When creating a character or purchasing a new Style you will create their own Style to represent the combat
abilities that you would like to emphasize. Each Fighting Style consists of three elements: a Name, Form and
Theme.

Name
When creating your Style you should come up with a Name for it (although there’s no reason why events within
the game couldn’t cause it to change), each Style is ultimately unique and should have an interesting and evocative
name. The Style’s name might be based on real or fantastic versions of historical and modern martial arts styles
(jujitsu, fencing, boxing, savate, etc) or they might have more exotic or elaborate names for Styles of your own
devising (Falling Meteor Hammer, Lost Kingdoms Kung-Fu, etc).

Form
In Battle Royale each Fighting Style focuses on certain combat strategies and areas of strength. However, this
focus can also cause an individual Style to have vulnerabilities. These strengths and weaknesses are represented
by the Style’s Form.
There are six basic Forms: Flame, Mountain, Ocean, Steel, Wind and Mystic. Although these Forms are broad
and flexible enough to provide for most martial arts Styles players and GMs should feel free to create their own
custom Forms in addition to these six core Forms.
In addition, while most Styles consist of just one Form you may choose to develop Dual Styles which have
two (or more) Forms. Dual Styles share all the strengths and weaknesses of any Forms which it includes. There's
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no strict limitation on which Styles may be combined but there are some Forms that simply do not work well
together (Flame and Ocean Forms for example) so be aware of how your Forms will interact with one another.
With the GM's permission it may also be possible to “upgrade” an existing Style to a Dual Style (perhaps by
unlocking ancient secrets to upgrade your mundane style with a Mystic Form or merge two previously separate
Styles into a unified whole). More information on the different Forms can be found on the next page.

Theme
The Theme of a style is less clear cut than its other aspects. While a Style’s Form covers the strengths and
weaknesses of a Style it is the Theme that covers the methods and spirit of the Style. For mundane styles the
Theme usually covers the common actions and training the martial artist is familiar with while with supernatural
styles the Theme is generally concerned with the type of energies or powers the martial artist can manipulate.
For example, the Mystic Style Fire-Dragon Boxing allows the martial artist to create and control fire in
addition to a devastating array of punches, while the more mundane Flowing Water Style is more concerned with
evading and redirecting attacks along with clever locks or wrestling maneuvers to subdue opponents. The Theme
of a style does not need to be extremely specific, its main purpose is to ensure that the Style is coherent in play.
The main purpose of a Theme is to help the GM and the players to determine what Moves are appropriate for
a given Style. This is especially important in styles that grant access to supernatural abilities or control over
certain energies. A character whose Style focuses on jets of flame or burning fists isn’t likely to use moves that
create a spout of water or drain an opponent’s chi.

------------------------------------------

Form Design
The following Forms are the six standard Forms which can be used for just about any martial arts style. The Forms
are provided in the following format:

[ Form Strengths: Each form has certain advantages which can be thought of as Techniques built into the
Form itself, they will add either a bonus dice (keeping the best results) or a flat +1 bonus.

[ Favored Moves: In addition to the bonus provided by the Form’s Strengths, each form also favors certain
Moves. When using these Moves you receive a discount of 1 Spirit Die (to a minimum of 0).

[ Form Weaknesses: While each Form has certain areas where they are exceptional, such focus comes at
a cost. Each form has a weakness, usually inflicting a -2 penalty in certain situations.
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Flame
Passion. Fury. Energy. Intensity. The Flame Form is all about reckless power, raw energy and inner fire, epitomizing the
philosophy “The best defense is a good offense”. Martial Artists who use a Flame Form Style may be berserkers or practice
techniques that are nearly as deadly to the martial artist as to their enemies. Of course, they accept such risks because Styles
with the Flame Form are the most intense and destructive of all martial arts.
Supernatural Flame Form Styles generally focus on manipulating powerful but dangerous elements (lightning, storms,
earthquakes and, of course, fire) or drawing on dangerous internal energies. Due to the fact that Flame Form Styles are
typically as dangerous to the user as their enemies many more disciplined martial arts masters forbid such Styles to their
students, leaving them to be practiced by renegades or fanatics.

When using a Flame Form Style you can receive a bonus when you put yourself at great risk for the sake of attacking your
enemies, this includes Flipping Out or (in a Bout) using more dice for Attack than Defense. You may use the bonus on any
roll made to successfully complete the action but not to resist the consequences of your recklessness (so leaping feet first
through a glass window to strike your foe would grant a bonus to the offensive roll or rolls to reach the opponent but not to
resist injury from the fall or evade any counterattacks).

Flame Forms favor moves that rely on explosive (sometimes literally) bursts of energy, speed or power. Sacrificial Gambits
are also especially common in this Style but defensive Moves are never considered Favored within the Flame Form.

Although these Styles excel at offense they suffer greatly in terms of endurance. When using a Style with the Flame Form
you will suffer a -2 penalty to any rolls to resist exhaustion or fatigue. You’ll also suffer a -2 penalty in Bouts if using a
Strong or All-Out Defense and you will be completely unable to Play It Cagey in Combat Conflicts.
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Mountain
The Mountain Form is the epitome of strength and stability. First and foremost martial artists who practice the Mountain
Forms focus on their stance to ensure stability and providing the leverage they need to focus their power to maximum effect
becoming immovable and unbreakable as bedrock. These martial artists train, often quite brutally, to harden their body and
spirit with endurance-building exercises.
Fighters trained in these methods strive to keep their feet firmly planted on the ground, only moving from one position
of stability to another in short precise bursts of action. Rather than using fancy footwork or evasion they fight with their
entire body: powerful blows, unbreakable grabs and incredible endurance. Out of all Forms the Mountain is the one that
most commonly involves the use of body armor and weaponry (the heavier the better).
Supernatural Mountain Styles commonly involve drawing strength from the earth itself or from within the warrior’s
own soul and some variations might involve actually magnifying the martial artist’s own size and mass.

The Mountain Form is all about power and endurance. When using a Mountain Form Style you receive a bonus to any
contest of brute strength and/or leverage (wrestling, pinning, breaking or moving objects). You also get a bonus on any roll
to stand your ground and resist (rather than avoid) injury.

The Mountain Form is strongest when using Moves that enhance the martial artist directly: bursts of strength and power as
well as defensive moves to endure or ignore injury.

The Mountain Form excels in both raw strength and endurance but it relies on the warrior’s ability to stand firmly against
their enemies. If you are forced off your feet or into a situation where you simply cannot find stable footing (standing in
mud, while running, tumbling down a cliff) then you suffer a -2 penalty to any rolls using the Style. You’re also penalized
on any rolls for rapid movement or evasive maneuvers.
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Ocean
The Ocean Form concentrate on controlling the battle to achieve victory and especially controlling their opponents whether
that control is physical, tactical or psychological. Rather than raining down hard strikes martial artists of the Ocean Form
rely on their skill to subdue their opponents with locks and holds or simply exhausting their enemies while they casually
avoid or redirect their opponent's attacks until they can move in and strike a decisive blow.
Because the Ocean Form lends itself well to non-lethal force variations of it are commonly taught for sport, personal
defense or law enforcement (although many of these versions are diluted). Training in the Ocean Forms almost never
involves solitary exercises or meditation, it's important for the Ocean Stylist to challenge themselves against opponents, to
learn how to read them and react appropriately.
Supernatural Ocean styles empower the martial artist while limiting their opponents whether by improving the stylists
flexibility and strength or manipulating energy, whether elemental material or even pure spirit, to bind, control or weaken
their enemies.

The Ocean Form grants a bonus whenever you take actions that would redirect or deflect an attacker’s strike. The Form will
also grant a bonus if their opponent is Flipping Out or (in Bouts) using more attack dice than defense. In addition, the Ocean
Form grants a bonus when attempting to grapple, throw or disarm your opponents.

Fighting Styles with the Ocean Form favor moves that allow them to disable or disadvantage their opponents. Common
Moves are those that will bind or restrain them in some way but anything from knocking someone off their feet to blinding
them with some kicked dirt will work.

Although the Ocean Form is excellent at controlling and frustrating opponents they are less adept when fighting aggressively, these fighters suffer a -2 penalty when using more attack dice than defense dice (in Bouts) and it’s impossible to
Flip Out. Since sensing and reacting to your opponent is crucial the Form suffers a -2 penalty if the martial artist’s senses
or reactions are significantly impaired.
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Wind
Agility and mobility is the core of the Wind Form. Running, leaping and tumbling is often just as important to the fighters
who practice these Styles as punches and kicks. A practitioner of a Wind Form Style is in constant motion with defense
flowing into attack and back. Wind Form fighters avoid staying too close to their opponents if they can help it, preferring
to rely on hit and run tactics. The degree of motion often depends on a setting’s Power Level, in realistic games the Wind
Form will often rely on misdirection and fancy footwork while at the higher power levels you will often see them running
along walls or leaping over the heads of their opponents.
Martial artists using the Wind Form must observe their environment while fighting, constantly on the look-out for
convenient objects to duck behind, roll under or leap on top of. Not only does this awareness help ensure they won’t trip up
at a vital moment but it also helps them use the environment against their opponents. Training in a Wind Form usually
involves obstacle courses, balance beams or even tightropes (usually while having to avoid and counter opponents at the
same time).
Supernatural variations usually take their incredible mobility to the next level through incredible speed, multi-story
leaps or sometimes even short range teleportation. It’s also common to harness powerful energies as a weapon against their
opponent while keeping their distance.

The Wind Form grants a bonus to any roll related to mobility: running, jumping climbing or defensive reactions to dodge
or evade attacks. You’ll also receive a bonus any time you’re Playing Cagey or using more defense than attack dice (in a
Bout).

Whether performing flying leaps, running up walls or moving too fast to be seen any Move involving enhancing speed or
mobility is considered a Favored Move.

Speed and maneuverability aren’t simply specialties, they’re necessities. Any situation that would significantly restrict or
limit the fighter’s mobility (enclosed spaces, being pinned down, weighed down or tied up) causes them to suffer a -2
penalty.
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Steel
Steel, the metal, embodies the philosophy of this Form: strong, but flexible, powerful but swift, polished and honed to a
killing edge. The Steel Form is about tempering a martial artist’s skills and instincts to allow them to fight and react in
almost any situation. There is no ‘standard’ to the Steel Form, its practitioners are capable of both lightning speed, powerful
blocks, or incredible strength depending on what the situation warrants.
Steel fighters read their opponents carefully, ensuring that they can react appropriately, often doing their best to strike
directly at their opponent’s weaknesses. The Form has practically no weaknesses due to a combination of strategic thinking
and highly varied training, although the Steel Form does not also excel in any particular area. Training in the Steel Forms
is often very personal, with each fighter learning how to identify the weaknesses of their personal fighting styles and work
carefully to eliminate them.
Supernatural Steel Forms are just as varied as the mundane versions of the Form with no ‘standard’ manifestation.

Just as the Steel Form martial artist has learned to eliminate the weaknesses of his own style he has learned how to recognize
such weaknesses in others and he gains a bonus whenever he can take advantage of another fighter’s Form Weakness.

The Steel Form has no standard repertoire of Favored Moves and instead try and adapt their style to the situation at hand.
The first time a martial artist harmonizes himself to a Steel Form Style in a scene he may select one Move (that suites the
Theme of the Style) that is treated as a Favored Move for the rest of the scene. This can be changed during the scene at the
cost of 1 Spirit Die.

Although the Steel Form emphasizes flexibility and adaptation there are limits to how far it is possible to bend without
breaking. If a Steel Form fighter is dealing with more than one opposing Form in a round they suffer a -2 penalty. They
also suffer this penalty if they believe their opponent to be using a Form other than what they actually are using.
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Mystic
While the other Forms, even those which use supernatural Moves, focus on the external world the Mystic Forms are strongly
focused inwards. Also it is presented as one Form Mystic Styles cover a staggering array of possibilities. One martial artist
might target his opponent's chakras with precise strikes that paralyze limbs and maim the spirit, another might catch their
opponents in deadly illusions and phantasmal horrors, while a third might control elemental forces and defeat their
opponents without lifting a finger. What they all have in common is that they focus on the direct manipulation of the martial
artist's spirit (or Ki, Chakra, etc.) for either offense or defense.
Even in the midst of intense hand to hand combat the Mystic martial artist has his focus inward, keeping the flow
of their spiritual energy smooth and their internal forces balanced. Every blow is bolstered by a flood of aggressive energy
and every wound is infused with potent forces that help the martial artist suppress pain and recover quickly. Training in
these Forms usually involves a great deal of meditation, philosophy and mental or spiritual challenges to properly prepare
the martial artist to channel spiritual energy more efficiently and powerfully.
Essentially the Mystic Form is a catch-all that covers any form that has little or no mundane aspect and would be
impractical without access to supernatural power (a martial art focusing on yelling at your enemies isn’t much good unless
you have some supernatural power for example). It’s very common for Styles with a Mystic Form to be Dual-Styles,
combining supernatural energy with the strengths of a more mundane Form. In some settings only Mystic Forms are able
to perform Supernatural Moves.

The Mystic Form is, by default, not particularly strong or weak in any area of combat beyond their efficiency with
Supernatural Moves.

Mystic Forms treat any Supernatural Move as favored.

The true weakness of the Mystic Form is the reliance on the martial Artist’s spiritual energy to fight. Without being able to
draw on this inner strength they are far less effective. Mystic Forms suffer a -2 penalty whenever the martial artist has 0
Spirit Dice or is otherwise prevented from accessing supernatural power.
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Behind The Scenes: Forms
Form Names
The name of the core Forms were chosen to provide a sense of coherency and to be both evocative and easy to remember.
However, the names of the Form has no affect on the theme or source of a Form’s power. For example, a supernatural
Flame Form does not mean that the Style has to use heat or flame or any sort of elemental energy at all, it’s simply a way
to refer to the dangerous, high-energy nature of the Style. If the GM or players feel that the “elemental” names do not fit
their campaign they should feel free to change them to suit their preference.

Optional Rule: Form Vs. Form
The strengths and weaknesses of certain forms mean that some Forms are more or less effective against others when used
intelligently but typically circumstances and strategy is more important than the individual Forms that an opponent is
using. If the GM and players wish to emphasize the strengths of certain Forms against others they may use this optional
rule (this also encourages players to learn multiple Forms rather than focusing on a single Style to allow them to take
advantage of an opponent’s weakness).
Each of the Basic Forms is assigned an opposed Form and fighting against that Form is considered a part of your Form
Strength, granting a bonus dice or +1 bonus (so Flame Forms receive a bonus against Wind Forms, while Ocean receives
a bonus against Flame Forms). Steel and Mystic Forms have no opposed Form.

Form

Opposed Form

Flame

Wind

Mountain

Ocean

Ocean

Flame

Wind

Mountain
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Moves
Moves are the individual techniques and maneuvers that make up each of your Forms. Each Move represents a
powerful technique (or set of techniques) and each Style represents a mastery of potentially dozens of Moves. The
intensity or effectiveness of a Move depends on the Rank of the Style that it is a part of and the number of Spirit
Dice you’ve invested in the Move.
Moves come in three different types: Basic Moves, Supernatural Moves, and Signature Moves.

Basic Moves
Basic Moves are spontaneous and spur of the moment maneuvers that your character can perform as a natural
extension of their training and the Theme of their Style. Although they’re called “basic” in reality they are
anything but, your martial artist might be able to shatter stone with their bare hands or take down multiple
opponents in mere seconds.
When using a Basic Move you replace your Style Rank with the Move Rank when making any rolls relevant
to the Move. For example, if using a Move that takes the form of an attack you would roll 2d6 then add the MOD
of the Move Rank (rather than the Style Rank) plus any other relevant Strengths or Techniques. The Move Rank
is based on the Rank of the Style and the number of Spirit Dice the martial artist spends to power the Move, as
shown on the table below.
Important Note: a simple offensive action or defensive reaction using your Styles are not Moves. If your
only goal is to perform a basic attack or defense (as detailed in the Conflict rules, Pg 10) then there is no
need to use the Move rules.

Move Rank
(from Style Rank)

Spirit Dice Cost
(Basic Move)

Spirit Dice Cost
(Supernatural Move)

Spirit Dice Cost
(Signature Move)

2 Downshifts

0

1

+1

1 Downshift

1

2

+1

At Rank

2

4

+1

1 Upshift

4

8

+1

2 Upshifts

6

12

+1

3 Upshifts

8

16

+1

+2

+4

+1

Each additional Upshift...
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Supernatural Moves
Supernatural Moves are much like Basic Moves in that they represent improvised attacks or maneuvers that a you
can come up with to fit the situation at hand. However, while Basic Moves represent a mundane, but powerful,
set of abilities, Supernatural Moves rely on your ability to manipulate energies that transcend normal human
limitations. The exact source of this power may vary depending on the setting. Perhaps it is the users ki (or chi,
qi, ka, spirit or hundreds of other terms), magical forces, psychic energy, or even mundane but superhuman power
sources (bizarre alien physiology or sci-fi energy sources for instance).
Supernatural Moves provide access to powers that no normal human can match. Often these Moves can
perform feats similar to Basic Moves but at a much greater level of power (a Basic Move could let a martial artist
shatter a brick, a Supernatural Move could let him shatter a car). The process of using a Supernatural Move is
effectively identical to Basic Moves, except the Spirit Die cost is doubled, with a minimum cost of 1 Spirit Die
(see the table on the last page).
The availability of Supernatural Moves depends strongly on the setting. In some games anyone with enough
skill and discipline (ie anyone with a Style and Spirit Dice to fuel the Move) can pull off a Supernatural Move. In
others games only those with specific or exceptional training can do so. Alternatively Supernatural Moves might
need to be learned individually as Techniques or with Story Hooks.

Signature Moves
Most Moves are improvised, your character is more than capable of coming up with an effective and potent
maneuver on the spot using the core skills and training in their Style. However, if the your martial artist spends
time perfecting and refining a particular, specific maneuver they can perform even more deadly and amazing
displays of martial skill. Signature Moves are the “named moves” of powerful martial artists, fanciful fencing
experts or even the patented moves of a professional wrestler.
All Signature Moves represent a single, specific action (an elbow slam, a flying kick, or a dodge that’s faster
than the eye) which the martial artist has managed to focus to perfection and “cemented” using Training Points
(or bought during character creation with Bonus Points) to be turned into a powerful trump card.
A Signature Move may be based on either a Basic or Supernatural Move and functions in a similar way with
two main differences. First, all Signature Moves cost an additional Spirit Die to use on top of the normal cost for
the Move’s Rank. Secondly, when a character performs a Signature Move they may add an additional 1d6 to the
roll. Unlike other bonus dice, this extra die is rolled and added to the character’s roll result. In fact, if the martial
artist receives bonus dice (from Spirit Dice, Techniques, etc) then they can use it to reroll this additional die as
well, keeping the best three dice.
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Example: Isaac Draco is defending his world champion status in the ring (Master [+6] Fists of Iron Style) and
decides to unleash his killer Signature Move: The Blitzkrieg. He spends 3 Spirit Dice (2 Dice to use the Move at
his full Style Rank of Master [+6] and 1 additional Die to trigger the Signature Move). So Draco rolls 3d6 +6
(plus any other relevant MODs). His opponent is undoubtedly in trouble!

Sample Moves
Anything that qualifies as a Move should be more than just a regular action or reaction. Moves should always be
something extra, either more intense, more useful, or with greater breadth of ability than normal. GM’s and
players are definitely encouraged to come up with their own Moves but below is a list of sample Moves that
should provide an excellent starting point. Basic versions of Moves are provided first with Supernatural versions
provided afterwards. Moves that only have Supernatural versions have their title listed in italics.

Amazing Feats
Martial arts training pushes both the warrior’s body and mind to their limits. Of course, this makes them experts
at rendering their opponents into a pulp but martial arts can also be useful for less aggressive purposes as well.
Amazing Feats is a catch-all Move that can cover using your character’s training to help in situations that the
MOD of the Style wouldn’t normally apply to. This might be a feat of raw strength, incredible speed, or even
meditative focus. The martial artist may add the MOD of the Move Rank to the task they’re attempting (along
with any other applicable Strengths).
Supernatural versions of these Moves allow the martial artist to perform feats that aren’t only incredible but
are downright impossible. The exact limitations depend a lot on the Fighting Style’s Theme, your ingenuity and
the Power Level of the campaign but common examples are things like balancing on a sword blade, running
across water, or standing firm against a tidal wave.

Binding
This Move can be used in a variety of situations and forms. Mechanically it allows the you to “inflict” a Challenge
on an opponent, limiting their actions or choices or possibly inflicting a temporary Flaw until they manage to
overcome the Challenge’s TN. This might involve controlling the environment, manipulating the opponent or
even creating bindings or barriers from nothing (wrapping the enemy in clinging vines, paralyzing them with
pressure point strikes, etc). The Target Number to overcome the Challenge is based on the Move Rank (so an
Expert [+4] Ranked Move would have a TN of 11 for example).
A variation of this Move might allow you to shape the environment rather than directly affecting an opponent.
This might involve creating walls, trenches or pits as well as other transformations that fit the Theme of the Style.
These could also be Risky Challenges (such as clouds of gas or walls of flame).
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Blitz
Blitz Moves let you attack several opponents at once or strike a single opponent several times with lightning
speed. Essentially granting a number of offensive actions equal to the MOD of the Move Rank with no
multiple-attack penalty.
Supernatural Blitz attacks can affect everything within an area. This is a single offensive action (the attacker
makes one roll) which must be defended against by everyone within range. This usually will affect all opponents
within the Ring (or equivalent distance if the martial artist is outside the Ring).

Cyclic Attack
With this Move you inflict some form of continuing, dangerous effect on their opponent. They may wrap an
enemy in flame, taint their ki, bleed them out, or poison them. If the attacker is successful then at the start of the
enemy’s action in a Round they must overcome a Risky Challenge with a Difficulty Rank equal to the Move
Rank. This effect continues a number of turns equal to the MOD of the Move Rank.

Drain
This Move allows you to not only harm your opponent but also to strengthen yourself. A successful attack will
inflict Damage Ranks and allow you to gain a number of Spirit Dice equal to the damage he inflicts (to a
maximum of the Move’s MOD). These Dice are taken from the Box.

Energy Projection
This Move covers any sort of ranged attack forged from a your martial artist’s spirit or mystic energy. This can
take the form of bolts or sprays of elemental energy, “balls” of pure spirit, sonic booms, throwing weapons pulled
from thin air, etc. Energy projection is basically an offensive action performed at a distance, usually allowing you
to strike into the Stands, although longer ranges may be possible at a penalty.

Impenetrable Defense
This Move enhances one of your defensive reactions. It could take the form of exceptional endurance, an
incredibly precise parry or another similarly potent defense. The you may add the Move Rank to their defensive
reaction in place of the Style Rank as normal but if the attacker succeeds then you may reduce the damage of the
attack by an amount equal to twice the MOD of the Move’s Rank. This might also allow alternative defensive
abilities such as blocking effects that would normally be impossible (such as parrying bullets with a sword) or
transforming Wound Ranks into Failure Ranks.
Supernatural versions of the move are far more powerful, reducing the damage from an attack to a single
Failure Rank so long as the attack does not inflict more damage than the defender’s total roll result.
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Mighty Blow
Mighty Blows are devastating attacks which allow you to inflict far more damage than would normally be
possible. If your attack inflicts damage when using this Move then you may add a number of additional Damage
Ranks equal to twice the MOD of the Move.
Supernatural versions of this Move often take a dramatically different form that may affect how the opponent
may defend against it. Perhaps it takes the form of a focused strike that can ignore armor or punch through cover
or a burst of elemental energy that cannot be blocked or swatted aside.

Mystic Attack
With a mastery of mystic energy you may make attacks that go beyond the realm of the physical. There are
endless possibilities for these attacks but most commonly they somehow target the victim’s mind, spirit or soul.
One martial artist might stare into his victim’s eyes and instill soul-shaking terror or illusions that could crush a
man’s mind while another might strike at their opponent’s shadow and cut them soul-deep. These attacks almost
always inflict Failure Ranks, but spending an extra Spirit Die on top of the cost of the Move allows you to inflict
Wound Ranks instead.
The main purpose of this Move is to influence how your enemy may defend against an attack. A heavily
armored warrior might shrug off even the most powerful blows but their armor is useless against an attack that
strikes the mind.

Sacrificial Gambit
Sometimes there’s just nothing left to lose, and sometimes the martial artist must be willing to risk his own life
to make sure that his opponent falls first. As part of the Move you must choose one or more of your character’s
Strengths, as many as the move’s MOD (counting Average [0] as 1). If the attack is successful the victim suffers
an additional 1d6 damage per Strength. However, after the attack (whether or not it succeeded) the you must
immediately Zero Out the selected Strengths (treat this as Wound Ranks).
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Part 5: Feedback
After you’ve read through the playtest packet and had a chance to run it through a time or two please take some
time to provide some feedback on your experience with the game. The simplest way is to shoot me an email at
oriongates@gmail.com, you can provide it in any form you like but below is a quick questionnaire of things I’d
really like to know so if you could provide answers to any or all of them I’d definitely appreciate it. There’s also
a sample character sheet on the next page.
1) Have you ever played a PDQ game before?

2) Did you enjoy the game?

3) Was any part of the text confusing or did you run into any glaring flaws during play?

4) Did the Fighting Style system (Form, Theme, Moves) make sense to you? Did anything cause a problem?

5) How was character creation? Any stumbling blocks?

6) Once you were done playing, how many Training Points had most players earned?

7) Did you or any of your players make up Moves that aren’t provided? If so then tell me about them.

7) Tell me anything else you think I should know.

8) What do you think of the title?

Playtester rewards
Anyone who provides good feedback will receive playtester credit in the book of course and sincere thanks. If
you can post a summary of play on your blog or website I’ll make sure to link it on the game website. Those who
are willing to go the extra mile and make a recording (audio or video) of their playtesting will be greatly
appreciated.
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Name
Description

Core Strengths

Battle

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation:
Past:
Focus:

Strengths

Damage Track

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Techniques

Flaws

Signature Moves
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Battle

Name
Carrie Schatz
Description
Short, dark hair and stocky build.
Intense eyes and scary attitude.

Core Strengths

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation: Good [+2] Defend The Helpless
Past: Good [+2] Police Training
Focus:

Expert [+4] Determination

Strengths

Damage Track

Good [+2] Athletic
Good [+2] A Very Scary Individual
Average [0] Tough

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Expert [+4] Kampfringen (Ocean)

Techniques

Flaws

For Justice (unchained)
Fearless (Determination)

Stubborness

Signature Moves
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Name
Thomas Doyle
Description
Handsome and athletic. Likes flashy
and expensive clothes.

Core Strengths

Battle

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation: Good [+2] Getting Rich
Past: Good [+2] Friends In Low Places
Focus:

Expert [+4] Breaking And Entering

Strengths

Damage Track

Good [+2] Fast On His Feet
Good [+2] Handsome Devil
Expert [+4] Demon Behind The Wheel

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Good [+2] Spinning Sticks Style (Wind)

Techniques

Flaws

Seduction (Handsome Devil)
Motorcycles
(Demon Behind The Wheel)
Acrobatic Dodging
(Fast On His Feet)

Big Ego
Can’t Resist A Scam
Signature Moves
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Name
Tracy Reid
Description
Cheerful and boisterous. Short but
muscular.

Core Strengths

Battle

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation: Good [+2] Get Her Degree
Past: Good [+2] Black Sheep Of A Rich Family
Focus:

Expert [+4] Strong

Strengths

Damage Track

Good [+2] Iron Jaw
Good [+2] Makes Friends Easily

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Good [+2] Full-Auto Fists (Flame)
Good [+2] Steel Knuckle (Mountain)

Techniques

Flaws

Taking a Punch (Iron Jaw)
Powerful Right (Strong)

Stubborness

Signature Moves
The Devastator (Mighty Blow)
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Name
Zhang Heung
Description
Plain features.
Friendly and somewhat niave.

Core Strengths

Battle

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation: Good [+2] Kill His Brother
Past: Good [+2] Youth Spend In The Wilderness
Focus:

Good [+2] Lightning Reflexes

Strengths

Damage Track

Good [+2] Endurance Training
Good [+2] Iron Willpower
Good [+2] Stealthy
Average [0] Acupuncture

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Good [+2] Dim-Mak (Mystic)

Techniques

Flaws

Dodging (Lightning Reflexes)
Difficult To Surprise
(Lighting Reflexes)
Finger Strikes (Dim-Mak)

Fish Out Of Water

Signature Moves
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Battle

Name
Natalie Hayashi
Description
Young woman who does not at all
seem like she should be in an arena.

Core Strengths

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation: Good [+2] Get Her Normal Life Back
Past: Good [+2] High School Gymnastics Champ
Focus:

Expert [+4] Smart And Observant

Strengths

Damage Track

Good [+2] Chemistry and Biology Major
Good [+2] Fierce When Angered
Good [+2] Amateur Computer Hacker
Good [+2] Mentor: Wizened Grandmother

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Good [+2] Dragon Blade Style (Steel)

Techniques

Flaws

Wielding The Dragon Blade
(Dragon Blade Style)
Good Luck Charm (unchained)

Light Build
Nervous
Signature Moves
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